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RESEARCH AND OEVELOPEHENT ACTIVITIES OF THE
SEISMOLOGY SECTION

Edited by
C.A.Kxishnan and G.S.Murty

INTRODUCTION

(G.S.Murty)

Seismic Source Discrimination

As part of the ongoing Forensic Seismology, the R&D activity
was directed towards both instrumental development as well as methods of
analysis of the field data. The field stations at Gauribidanur and
Delhi operated uninterruptecUy throughout the period of this report.
During 1984 and 1985, a total number of 39 and 23 events have been
respectively identified a; underground explosions.

Among the fourteen explosions conducted by USA (reported by the
International agencies) in 1984 only five explosions gave detectable
signals at our stations. Hovever,in the same year only one of the twenty
six USSR explosions could net be detected by us. This undetected Soviet
explosion is located in Ura' Mountains with an estimated yield of a few
kilotons which is- much lower than the detection threshold for that
region. All USSR explosions from Eastern Kazakh,European USSR, Novaya
Zealya, Southwest, West and Central USSR were detected. Similarly all
the French explosions and Chinese explosions were detected and
identified.

In 1985,seven of the fifteen U.S.tests are detected and
identified and all explosions by USSR and France are detected and
identified.In 1985 no explosion was carripd out by China.



The detailed countrywise distribution of these explosions is given
below:-

Country: Region Number of Underground Explosions
Conducted* Detected(DSU/GbA)
1984 1985 1984 1985

U.S.A: Southern Nevada 14 15 5 7

U.S.S.R: Eastern Kazakh
European USSR
Ural Mountains
Southwest USSR
Novaya Zemlya
Western Siberia
Central USSR

14
4
3
2
1
1
1

6
1
-
-
-
-

14
4
3**
2
1
1
1

6
1
-
-
-
-
_

Total 26 25

France:

China:

Mururoa Atolls
(French Polynesia)

Lop Nor

Total

7

2

49

9

-

31

7

2

39

9

-

23

Note:* Total number of conducted underground explosion
is based on International reports.

** One of these signals is identified as due to an
explosion in later scrutiny.



To give a perspective of detection and identification task,a
total pouplation of over 6000 signals recorded at field stations are
scrutinised by the field staff annually and only snail fraction of these
are identified as underground explosion signals. The rest of the signals
are due to earthquakes of which a significant fraction( about 0.3) are
events of considerable interest for seismological studies of Indian sub-
continent. Attempts are being made to study these events also for
throwing light on seismo-tectonics of our country.

Rockburst Study At BGML

The PDP 11/34 computer system was made operational by CMC
engineers and simulation studies are carried out at Trombay to make it
ready for field use. All diagnostics were tested and found satisfactory.
It is ready to be installed at Kolar Gold Field for online monitoring of
rockbursts.

Wireless Telemetered Seismic Data

Experiments are carried out to transmit over UHF wireless link
seismic data from five field stations at Gauribidanur. A couple of
stations are equipped with digital data transmission. This data received
at the laboratory was found satisfactory and was comparable to what was
received over cables. Plans are finalised for installing more
transreceivers at other pits of the seismic array at Gauribidanur.

Telenet At Bhatsa Dam

For installation of a wireless telemetered network, a line of
site survey was conducted at Bhatsa and suitable locations are
identified for installation of the seismometers/transmitters in the
field. Ten spot frequencies were allotted by the Wireless Ministry to be
utilised at Bhatsa. The field units including multi-channel event
detector system are ready for being taken to Bhatsa area. Specifications
were finalised for field poles to mount the antennas and transmitters.
The antennas are also being indegenously fabricated.

Seismic Risk Study

Technical help was given to Nuclear Power Board as and when
called for regarding the seismicity and seismic risk at selected places

Extending Expertise To Other Agencies

The expertise in the Section is being requisitioned by several
agencies both at the Centre and outside. Vibration tests were carried
out for M.D.R.S. to check and quantify the background oscillation of a
table stated to be vibration-free for other research. NGRI asked us to
extend technical help for installation of a network at Singarani
colleries at Kothagudem. Similarly a request came from M/s.Hindustan
Zinc Ltd..Jaipur for suggesting suitable methods to aonitor the



stability of the mining area. Technical advice is provided to these
organisations giving the scope of the equipment needed and the work load
involved for achieving their objectives.

During the recent past the work of this section grew both
theoretically and experimentally apart from the continuous operation of
the seismic arrays.No attempt has been made to group the titles under
different headings but it is hoped that this report will give an
overview of the effort in this field.



1. DETAILED STUDY OF A SEISMIC EVENT IN SOUTHERN SINKIANG.CHINA,
ON HAY 4.1383

(S.K.Arora and T.K.Basu)

Seismic signals of a weak event (GBA rab=4.4) were detected in
preliminary processing of GBA(Gauribidanur seismic array) data
corresponding to a location (41.8N, 87.OE) which is in close proximity
to the known underground explosion test site at Lop Nor (41.5 N, 88.3 E)
in Southern Sinkiang Province, China. The estimated origin time
coincided with almost a full hour(05:00:00 GMT) and there were no
detectable surface waves in either horizontal ox vertical component
long-period GBA records. All these preliminary data seemed to suggest a
probable explosion source for the May 4 event. USGS have not reported
this event. Also, it was not possible to estimate reliably the focal
depth of this event owing to scanty P observations(4).

To ascertain the nature of source of this event, we processed
the digital waveforms of six small earthquakes (mb=4.4-4.7) of shallow
depth of focus (33 km) that occured near Lop Nor and those of two known
underground Lop Nor nuclear tests (October 17,1976 and October 24, 1978)
of comparable magnitude (mb=4.9). Signal detection was carried out using
the already tested algorithms such as array partial sums, overall signal
sum, running correiocjram and cumenerogram for all the nine events
including the May 4 event(Fig 1.1). The estimate of signal complexity of
the May 4 event was found to be consistent with the corresponding
estiaates of the six Southern Sinkiang earthquakes, being much larger
compared to complexity values of the two known Lop Nor explosions. On
the other hand, the third moment of frequency(TMF) was relatively larger
for the two test explosions than the TMF of the reference
earthquakes(Fig.1.2). Thus the May 4 event did not appear to be
associated with an explosion source, but was due to a small crustal-
focus earthquake in the vicinity of the Lop Nor site in China.

Reference

Arora,.S.K. and Basu,T.K. A source discrimination study of a
Chinse seismic event of May 4,1983. Tectonophysics,109,241-251(1984;

2. SOURCE DISCRIMINATION OF A SEISMIC EVENT ON AUGUST 20.1383.DOUBLE
EXPLOSION OR A SINGLE EARTHQUAKE

(S K. Arora and T.K.Basu)

An interesting small seismic event(GBA mb=4.5) occurred on
20th August 1983 in Caspian Sea region in Southwestern USSR, which
produced at Gauribidanur array two distinct seismic signals, viz.the
leading P signal and a similar signal after an interval of about 12 sec.
Each of these signals was followed by a relatively a simple coda.
Preliminary data corresponding to these two signals led to an initial
assumption that the event was a double underground explosion fired in
Southwestern USSR where Soviet Russia is known to have conducted several
PNE's in the past.



However, by using P arrival time data from 19 stations in the
teleseismic distance range with respect to the expected source and two
stations in Iran(Tabniz and Mashhad) at relatively short distances(5 -
8 ) to achieve better control on focal depth parameter, the source was
obtained below the crust of Caspian Sea at a depth of 45 km. Detailed
processing of GBA seismograms confirmed that the second signal, detected
exactly 11.85 sec after the first arrival was none other than the
surface-reflected P pulse which lent excellent support to the source
depth estimate.

Further, we subjected the entire data to three discriminants,
viz. complexity, TMF and relative efficiency of generation of PcP (core
reflected P). The pattern by the main event was compared with those of
ten ssiall (4.2>mb>4.7) presumed underground nuclear explopsions in
Southwestern Russia, conducted during the period 1980-1983. These
investigations revealed that the main event of August 20,1983, was not
due to a double explosion but to a single shallow-focus small tectonic
earthnquake in the Caspian Sea area.

It is noted that an earthquake source, which is situated in a
highly stressed medium and which during strain release radiates a large
amount of energy in the form of shear waves, tends to produce a PcP
signal rather feebly compared to an explosion fired in a relativerly
stress-free medium. Thus, while PcP of a weak earthquake(mb = 4.8) is
often difficult to detect the explosion PcP from the same region usually
spread over two to four cycles, is so prominent that, at times.it is
even stronger than the parent P. These observations led us to evolve an
identifier based on the relative efficiency of generation of PcP,
hitherto unexplored. Currently under further development and testing
using explosion and earthquake data from widely different regions, this
new two-branch discriminant essentially compares the energy of PcP with
that of P in a specified time-window (TENR parameter) as well as in a
preferred spectral band (SENR parameter).

In the case of the August 20 event, the TENR-SENR patterns
gave abnormally small scores when compared with the small presumed
explosions near Caspian Sea. This feature helps to clearly separate out
the two classes of seismic sources(Fig 2.1).

Reference

Arora,S.K. and Basu.T.K. A seismic event on August 20,1983, Double
explosion or a single earthquake.Phys.Earth.Planet.Inter.40,309-
315.(1985)



3. INSTALLATION OF HOOD-ANDERSON SEISMOGRAPH(HAS) AT KOLAR GOLD
FIELDS(KGF)

(S.X.Arora,D.S.Rao,K.R.Subbaramu,and R.Krishnamurthy* and
C.Srinivasan*)

(*Bharat Gold Mines Limited,Kolar Gold Field)

Under the collabotdtive project between BGML and BARC for
rockburst investigations, a Wood-Anderson seismograph(WAS) system was
installed at KGF during the last week of January 1985. The system
consists of an improved version of torsional pendulum seismometer with
0.8 sec natural period,80 percent critical eddy current damping and a
static magnification of about 900. Seismic signals of rockbursts sensed
by the seismometer are recorded photographically on a drum recorder
providing a chart speed of 60 mm/min. The complete seismomgraph has a
flat frequency response in the range of signal frequencies of i..beiest
to us. The sensor is emplaced over the RCC pier in the interior chamber
of the KGF observatory where the corresponding recorder is also kept. It
is set to respond to ground motion along the N-S direction,parallel to
the major axis of the Kolar schist belt. Arrangements for developing and
fixing the exposed films containing 24-hour record have been made in the
adjacent chamber just outside the recording room.

In April 1985 the above system was augmented by installing the
second unit which is set to respond to ground motion along the E-W
direction, perpendicular to the longitudinal traverse of the mining
area. Both the N-S and E-W systems are identical in their operational
characteristics and other technical specifications.

To facilitate reading of the charts, an indigenously developed
UN-B timing unit has been incorporated in the WAS system,which helps to
write along the seismic trace coded absolute time(day,hour and minutes)
in the form of pulses derived from the stable crystal clock of the UN-B
Unit. For uninterrupted operation,the clock is powered by a 12-Volt
battery. A convertor Unit is also put in the system,which essentially
converts the 60 Hz output from the UN-B unit into regulated 50 Hz to
maintain the speed of the synchronous motor of each of the recorder
constant,against any changes due to variations of the frequency of the
AC mains supply, and also delivers adequate power(6 watt at 230 volts)
to drive the recorders.

The WAS system is made operational with the aim of acquiring
data which will be used along with the data generated by the existing
geophone aray at KGF for deducing a coda duration local magnitude
relation for the mine rockbursts and local earthquakes.The data will
also help in studying the attenuation characteristics of the seismic
signals of rockbursts. Finally,it would help us in deducing relations
for accurate estimation of the seismic strain energy released during a
rockb'jrst.
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The system is continuously recording all moderate seismic
events and the signal quality is reasonably good.

4. SEISMICITY MONITORING IN BHATSA REGION.MAHARASHTRA

(S.K.Arora.V.G.Kolvankar and V.N.Nadre)

In response to the recommendations made by the Science
Group(constituted by Government of India) and also by the Koyna Tremors
Committee(consitituted by the Government of Maharashtra), a project
proposl was made for establishing a wireless telemetered seismic network
around Bhatsa dam in Maharashtra.

Situated about 100 km North of Bombay,Bhatsa-Khardi region in
the Thane district experienced since May 19t(3 a large number of earth
tremors(three of them were above magnitude 4),some of which were felt by
local people. These tremors were probably induced by the impoundment of
water in Bhatsa reservoir complex(when completed,the dam will be 88.5 is
high with reservoir capacity of 957 M cum).

With the logistical support from MERI(Maharashtra Engineering
Research Institute,Nasik) and Bhatsa dam authorities,the above propose.!
aims at continuously monitoring local seismic activity down to lowest
possible detection threshold over an extended period of t.im-2. This
information when integrated with other geophysical data, particularly o£
faults and geological field evidences,will help us in assessing the
seismotectonic status of the region.

The nework will have 10-12 short period sensors covering an
area of about 15 km x 20 km. The FM seismic signals from the field will
be radio telemetered over UHF links (461-462 MHz) to a central recording
laboratory(CRL) where the multichannel data will be rcorded in digital
form and in interrupt mode. The entire telenet will be interfaced to a
microprocessor based data acquisition and processingsystem,also located
at CRL. Most of the units involved will be indigenous.

In pursuance to the above scheme,a' line-of-sight survey was
carried out,using portable UHF trans-receiver sets to select suitable
sites for field stations and an appropriate location for CRL. Eassd on
this survey and other important considerations such as network
geoemtry,ambient noise, logistics,etc., location of 8 fieldstations(5
stations constituting an outer ring and 3 in the innermost ring that
passes through the zone of known earthquakes) and of the central waster
receiving station at Bhatsanagar were finalized(Fig.4.1). Location of 2-
3 stations towards the eastern margin of Bhatsa catachment area '..ill be
explored in future,which will be eventually included in the network.



References

1. A proposal for establishing a wireless-telemetered seismic
network around Bhatsa dam,Maharashtra,1984.

2. A report on the line-of-sight survey in Bhatsa
region,Maharashtra,1985.

5. STUDY OF LOCAL SEISMIC ACTIVITY AROUND DELHI

(S.K.Arora,T.V.Sridharan,C.A.Krishnan,P.C.Mitra)

The Delhi Seismic Unit(DSU) which continously records seismic
signals sent over UHF radio links from the 1-sec vertical seismometer
stations in a tripartite configuration and located at Bhati(BHT),Kasan
(KSN) and Cloud Physics Lab(CLP) detects each month a moderately large
number of local seismic events.For example, over a 13 months
period(October 1982 -October 1983),DSU detected 237 local earthquakes in
the distance range 250 km from Delhi.We located the epicenters of 149 of
these events using relative P arrival time delays and S-P data from the
constituent stations by employing a method developed earlier. The
remaining events in this limited period could not be processed owing to
either insufficient data or unsatisfactory signal quality. Fig.5.1 shows
the plot of these epicenters which exhibit consistency with two or three
known geological lineaments in this area,viz.faults striking E-W(along
Delhi-Moradabad fault),NE-SW trend ad NW-SE feature parallel to the main
boundary fault(Himalayan thrust).

An attempt was also made to determine the duration-based local
magnitude (mi) of the events using standard relations worked by some
authors. The mt ranged from 0.8 to 3.7 with a large majority of events
around mx=2. The b-value (in Gutenberg's freqyency-magnitude relation)
over 1/4 year sub periods ranged from 1.13 to 0.75. The seismicity
investigations are in further progress with more data available now.

Reference

Arora,S.K. and Basu.T.K.(1982).Phase speed and azimuth of semic
signals traversing a tripartite seismic network,BARC Rept.1-728,11pp.

6. SEISMIC SIGNAL COMPLEXITY AND TMF ESTIMATES OF PRESUMED
UNDERGROUND NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS IN SOVIET RUSSIA

(T.K.Basu ad S.K.Arora)

Signal complexity and TMF (Third Moment of Frequency)
parameters were estimated from seismic records obtained at Gaurj$>idanur
array of eighty-eight presumed underground nuclear explosions in the
different regions of USSR, spanning over a period of six years(1979-
1984). The TMF estimates were more stable compared' to those of
complexity at a given magnitude, the scatter in complexity values being
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relatively large, especially for low-yield explosions(mb<4.5) mainly due
to the contamination from noise that remains unsuppressed during
processing. However, both these parameters were found to bear inverse
relation with the body-wave magnilude(mb). While TMF gradually decreased
with increasing mb in a linear way (TMF=4.17-0.37mb) throughout the
magnitude range (4.2-6.4) the complexity parameter exhibited a non-
linear (cubic) behaviour for small to large explosions represented by

c= 330.52-175.23mb+31.18mb2-1.85mb3

The Complexity-TMF pattern generated here(Figs6.1 and 6.2) are
intended to be compared with those of shallow-focus earthquakes in Asian
regions to establish their diagnostic value in identifying seismic
sources.

Reference

Basu,T.K and Arora,S.K. Complexity-TMF patterns of presumed
nuclear explosions in USSR as an aid to source discrimination. BARC
ERept.1-846(1985).

7. CHARACTERISTICS OF CORE-REFLECTED P HAVES FROM PRESUMED UNDERSRQW'P
EXPLOSIONS IN USSR

(T.K.Basu and S.K.Arora)

Seismic data obtained at Gauribidanur array from a large
number(74) of known and presumed underground explosions(for six years,
1979-1984) in a wide range of magnitude(<4.3 mb<6.4) and in nine
different regions of CJSSR were processed to study the characteristics of
PcP (core-reflected P signal). The main finding of this study are
summarized as follows.

a) Explosions of yield less than about 3 kilotons(mb=<4,5) in
various regions of USSR do not give rise to measurable PcP energy at
GBA. An exception to this, however, is the Caspian sea region in
Southwestern USSR where even very low-yield explosions(<3 kt;mb<*=4.2)
generate exceptionally strong PcP signals at GBA, which are larger than
the direct P in most cases.

b) Time-window energy ratio (TENR) and spectral energy ratio
(SENR) of P and PcP indicate at about 0.1 an axis of demarcation that
separates the Southwestern USSR explosions wide apart from the rest of
them (Fig.7.1). It is consistent with the deduction that a large
majority of USSR explosions (excluding those near the northern boundary
of Caspian Sea) constitute 10-15 per cent of P energy measured in the
first few cycles of the waveform.

c) Both TENR and SENR parameters show linear magnitude dependence.
They have practically identical slopes of the least-square fit (Fig.7.2)
that generally dips down towards the higher magnitude end (TENR=0.142
mb-0.021; SENR = 0.105 mb -0.015)
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The above study is in further progress to establish the
efficiency of the PcP discriminant. GBA records of shallow-focus
earthquakes from a variety of provinces in Asia are under detailed
processing.

Reference

Basu.T.K. and Arora,S.K.Characteristics of core-reflected P waves
from known and presumed explosions in Soviet Russia.BARC Report,I-
860(1985)

8. COMPUTER ROUTINES FOR NO SYSTEM

(T.K.Basu and S.K.Arora).

At present our computational work is carried out on Norsk Data(ND)
computer system installed at Trombay. Computer programmes written
earlier for PRIME Computer were debugged on the ND system. All the
programmes were executed and test run obtained to ensure the working
status of the programmes on the new system.

"GBATAPE" routine was developed for the ND system for
retrieval of FMDC data produced at GBA on compatible magnetic tapes.
This routine helps to select the desired event's digital data from the

m?gnetic tape file by specifying the data and time of the seismic event.
"MAGTP" routine available in the- ND library was used along with GBATAPE.

To develop the plots subprogrammes PLOT.10 Utility Routine
were used. The TEKTRONIX PL0T10 Terminal control system is a software
interface giving easy access to graphic capabilities on TEKTRONIX- 4012
terminal and activates a 46635 Interactive DigitalPlotter. Some of the
plot routines developed are:

CflNPLT- it provides parallel traces of 20 channels of raw data of
a seismic event for a specified length of time.

5UMPLT
It generates plots of optimally beamed and summed output of 20

GBA channels for a given event.

SRCHPLT

It provides five parallel traces of processed records on a common
time scale. The processed traces are for example:

1. Partial time-delayed summation for "Red" arm

2. Partial time-delayed summation for "Blue" arm
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3. The unified array suns reduced to a single time 3eries.

4. Running correlogran with choice of integration over a specified
tine window.

5. Cumenerogram:cumulative excess energy as a function of time.

Ht?TOGRH

This rountine gives nonthwise/yearwise histogram representation of
underground nuclear explosions &fc different sitges showing the status of
detection at GBA/DSO of the event with its date of occurrence.

XYPLOT It provides X-Y plot of a given data set, either as a
continuous line or trace or in the form of preferred symbols at discrete
intervals.

3. SEISMO-TECTONICS OF THE ANDAHAN-NICOBAR ISLAND

(A.R.Banghar)

The epicentres of 345 earthquakes that occurred in a region
bounded by 4 N to 16 N latitudes and 90 E to 98 E longitudes during the
period from January 1967 to December1982 were plotted in order to study
the seismicity of this region. This data set shows tiiat most of the
earhquakjs of this region were of shallow focus. The greatest focal
depth of earthquakes of this region is about 250 kn. In the northern
part of this region,North of 10.5 N, the earthquake foci are aligned
along two branches which strike north-easterly. Intermediate depth
earthquakes are not associated with eastern branch of these two
branches. South of 10.5 N,the foci are located along a zone striking
north-northwest. Focal mechanism solutions were investigated for 24
earthquakes that occured in this region during this period,using first
motions of P and PKP waves. Five of these events occurred in northern
Sumatra whereas the remaining events occurred in the Andaman-Nicobar
Islands. The mechanism solutions of shallow focus earthquakes that
occured in Northern Sumatra are characterised by a predominant component
of thrust and strike-slip faulting. The inferred orientation of slip
vectors deduced froa these mechanisms is nearly northeast. Normal,thrust
as well as strike-slip faulting is indicated by mechanism solutions of
13 shallow focus events that occurred in the Andaman-Nicobar Islands.
The orientation of slip vectors deduced from thrusting mechanisms is
consistent with underthrusting of Indian-Ocean under the Andaman-Nicobar
Islands in North-easterly direction.The results obtained in this study
show for the first time,the existance of under-thrusting from mechanism
solutions,along the Andaman-Nicobar Island,for which,there is ample
geological evidence.
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10. SEISMIC ARRAY DATA FROM GAURIBIDANUR
(B.N.Bharthur,A.G.V.Prasad,M.Krishnan,K.R.Subbaramu)

SASP analysis and analog analysis of all the events were done
and processed data were supplied to various national and international
agencies.

Important data regarding local earthquakes especially the ones
which created some panic in some areas in Southern India have been
supplied to various agencies like Department of Mines and Geology,
Government of Karnataka, NGRI,Hyderabad, Department of Mines&
Geology,Government of Tamil Nadu,GSI,Hyderabad,etc.

Nearly 35 suspected events were analysed in the off line
process for the determination of epicentre and spectral contents.

11. FINE STRUCTURE OF THE MANTLE

(R.N.Bharthur)

The work on the fine structure of the mantle using
Gauribidanur array data is continued. Seventy five events were processed
from Java,Sumatra and Phillipines region taking ISC focal parameters of
these events. From the TAPS formed by Nth root method corrected travel
time is obtained after applying source depth correction.This corrected
travel time was plotted along with Jeffrey's and Herrin's travel times.
The comparative plots are studied for the upper mantle multiplicity. The
azimuthal scattering of these events are also studied. In the 4th root
beam formation for various slowness different phases corresponding to
mantle discontinuities are identified.

12. LONG PERIOD MICROSEISMIC NOISE STUDY AT GAURIBIDANUR

(M.K.Bhat,C.A.Krishnan,K.R.Subbaramu)

A study was made on the variation of the storm microseisms at
Gauribidanur and correlate them with the rainfall recordings,using the
helical records of the intermediate band 3 component seismic system for
two years (1980 and 1984).

Fig.12.1 shows the normalised relative noise amplitude
variations. Fig.12.2 gives the rainfall recordings during this period.
As there was no rainfall as well as any significant microseismic
activity during January to February the same is not shown in the graphs.
The noise activity,in general,can be classified into 3 main
groups,namely, (i) a low activity period, (ii)Monsoon period and (iii)
cyclonic period. Preliminary readings show that the weather related
microseismis during monsoon and cyclonic period have a predominant
period from 5 to 8 sees. On the seismograras they appear as distinct
groups of modulated evelopes having duration from 15 to 120 sees.
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Apart from a general increase in the noise level during the
monsoon period a relative short time increase is also observed during
actual rainfall indicating a close correlation . Significant increase in
microseismic level is observed during cyclonic activity in the Indian
seas. The actual rainfall associated with the cyclone, is generally
observed a day or two after the enhancement of the noise level.

13. IDENTIFICATION OF A SOURCE ON THE BASIS OF SP AND LP P-UAVE RATIO

(Falguni Roy)

For underground explosions of shallow depths one expects that
P and pP phases will tend to cancel each other in long period
seisroograms. As the depth increases the cancellation will become less
effective. This feature can be used for the source identification of an
event as well as to get a rough estimate of the source depth. This will
also be an important tool for detecting multiple explosions,as there
will be no LP P-waves seen from such events whereas the corresponding SP
P-waves and Rayleigh waves will be reasonably high. This phenomenon has
been studied for 16 events. Three of these events could be promptly
identified as explosions. Though these three events were having bodywave
magnitude as high as 6.1, no LP P-waves were seen, whereas for
equivalent magnitude earthquakes, LP P-waves of reasonable signal to
noise ratio(SNR) are seen. Fig.13.1 illustrates this phenomenon.

From the SNR of the remaining events(which were classified as
earthquakes) it was possible to set a threshold of mb above which an
earthquake should produce long period P-waye signal at a given distance
from the source. For distances around 20 this figure turned out to be
4.8 and it was 5.3 for distance ranges 45 -90 .

14. ESTIHATION OF SOURCE DEPTH BY PREDICTION ERROR FILTERING OF LP P-
HAVES

(Falguni Roy)

Short period seismograms yield much better time resolution
needed for the focal depth estimations. However,complex scattering
effects due to crustal inhomogeneities and also the multipathlng of
primary signal usually complicate the short period records. On the
other hand the LP seismic signals usually have clear coherent body
waves. Therefore for the intermediate depth range(10 -50 kms) prediction
error filtering of LP signals will be useful for identifying the depth
phases. Several LP signals have been analysed and encouraging results
have been obtained. A comparison has been done with the corresponding SP
signals to see if the identified phases on the LP records were present
in the SP records as well. Fig 14.1 presents a case study.
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15. PEF OF A SIGNAL AFTER PREFILTERING THE NOISE USING A PARAMETRIC
MODEL

(Falguni Roy)

In order to detect the depth phases from weak signals, it is
necessary to have some means to enhance signal to noise ratio (SNR) or
in other words reduce the overriding noise. A parametric model based on
autoregressive(AR) method has been found to be effective for this
purpose. In this method,noise preceding a signal is modelled using AR
method. The time series comprising noise and the composite waveform is
then filtered using the AR model. In this process the structure of the
signal changes as S(w)/N(w) where S(w) in the P wave spectrum and N(w)
is the preceding noise spectrum and w is the angular frequency. Though
the P signal structure changes,the structure of the reflected phases
also change accordingly. This new time series will have predominant
amplitudes around the frequencies w where S(w) is large and N(w) is
small. However the new time series will be contaminated with a band
limited white noise. By appropriate digital filtering of the new time
series and remodelling the filtered time series using AR method,it has
been shown that the depth phases from very weak signals can be
successfully extracted. A single channel signal having SNR of 2 can be
successfully subjected to this method for extraction of the depth phase.
Several synthetic and actual signals have been processed successfully
using this method. Using the array data(with more than 4 channels) one
can extract the depth phases from signals with SNR of 1 or less. For a
signal from an event in ERZ, as seen in GBA this SNR will correspond to
a magnitude of about 4.6. Figures 15.1 represents one case study.

16. FURTHER STUDIES OF PREDICTION ERROR FILTERING OF SYNTHETIC
SEISMOGRAMS

(Falguni Roy)

In continuation of the work on PEF of seismic signals for
estimiation of source depth,(1,2,3) some more studies have been carried
out on synthetic signals,for both additive as well as convolvled noise.
It has been shown by numerical experiments that the prediction error

filter for P signals and the composite P and pP signals are the same.It
has been seen that if the depth phase arrives after 0.3 seconds
relatives to P phase the detection will be more reliable. Fig.16.1
illustrates the analysis of one synthetic seismogram.
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17. APPLICABILITY OF A DISCRIMINANT BASED ON SOURCE DEPTH AND MB/MS
RATIO OF AN EVENT

(Falguni Roy)

In order to study the applicability of a discriminant based
on the source depth and mb/Ms ratio,162 events that occurred between 1st
and 15th October,1980 were chosen. These events were in the magnitude
range 3.5 to 6.2. -It was found that the applicability was 100* for the
events having mb>4.2. Fig.17.1 gives a picture of number of events for
various magnitudes for which discrimination was possible by this method.

18. SEISMIC EVENT RECORDING SYSTEM AT NEtt DELHI

(V.G.Kolvankar,V.N.Nadre,T.V.Sridharan,P.C.Mitra and F.Roy)

The recording system to record the seismic events from three
element short period array at New Delhi continues to operate throughout
the year without any problem. The system has triggered and recorded
number of events and provided valuable data stored in magnetic tape. In
the initial version,three seismic and a time code channel were recorded
at 100 samples/chanl/sec data rate which was modified for a total of 8
channels to accommodate high gain and low gain outputs from seismic
channels.This 8 channel data at 60 samples/channel/sec data rate was
recorded on a Tape X-2000R recorder at 1 3/8"/sec tape speed. The
recording duration for each event was fixed at 5 minute and a tape of
3600 feet length has lasted for nearly 3 weeks of event data recording.

In order to process few important events recorded by this
system, a digital printer unit is hooked to up the system. The interface
unit comprises of a memory of 256 words for each channel.The data which
is originally stored in tapes at 60 sampe/channel/sec is played back in
to this memory. In cases of teleseismic events,the energy mostly
confined to frequency bandwidth upto 4 to 5 hz for which the sampling
rate of 20 channel/second is most adequate. The interface circuirty
therefore omits two samples/channel for every three samples read from
the tape. The data of 256 samples/channel which is transferred to the
memory corresponds to a duration of 12.6 seconds. A manual control is
provided to select the desired portion of the event to be processed. The
data from the memory is then automatically transferred to line printer
at the rate (33 lines/ second) acceptable to the printer. The data is
printed in octal code. An example of an earthquake signal reproduced
from the data provided to computer is illustrated in Fig 18.1.
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19. HIRELESS TELEMETRY OF DIGITAL DATA USING BIPHASE CODE

(V.G.Kolvankar and V.N.Nadre.)

Recording of digital data at higher packing density in the
order of 4k bits/inch was successfully tried earlier on an audio
magnetic tape using phase encoding technique.The sane technique was also
successfully utilised for wireless transmission of digital data at 3600
baud rate. This was carried out using commercially available wireless
transmission set operated in U.H.Fband,providing bandwidth of upto 3 khz
for base band signal. The transmitter set is rated for 500 mw output
power. Since the experiment was carried out in the iab and telemetry
link was established over a small distance of few meters only,the
transmitter was operated at 10** of full rated power. This will be tested
again to provide telelink over a distance of few kilometers for the same
band rate. This higher band rate would also enable transmission of three
component seismic data at 100 sample/channel/second.

The block dia of the system is as illustrted in Fig.19.1.

20. REPLAY SYSTEM FOR MULTICHANNEL DIGITAL DATA RECORDED ON A SINGLE
TRACK OF AN AUDIO TAPE

( V.G.Kolvankar and V.N.Nadre.)

Muiltichannel seismic data recording systems are now in
operation at three places namely at New Delhi,Gauribidanur and Kolar
Gold Field. All these recording systems utilize 4 track 1/4" tapes and
data is serially recorded on a single track.

A replay system is now built in Trombay which enables
replaying this data stored in magnetic tapes to provide multichannel
analog outputs to a paper chart recorder or a mingograph in order to
obtain the hard copies of various events. Such facility also exists at
all these recording stations. This replay system also provides 12 bit
parallel data in multiplexed form. Number of events have been replayed
from tapesrecorded at Gauribidanur and at Kolar Gold Fields. Efforts are
now being made to link this data to ND computer system. The block
diagram of the system is illustrated in Fig 20.1.

21. OPERATION OF A SEISMIC EVENT RECORDING SYSTEM AT GAURIBIDANUR
SEISMIC ARRAY STATION

(V.G.Kolvankar,V.N.Nadre and D.S.Rao.)

A recording system as described in last annual report(BARC-
1240 1984,article No.12) was commissioned at Seismic Array
Station,Gauribidanur. In this system multichannel seismic signal from
twenty element array are recorded in digital form on a single track of
an audio tape in interrupt modei.e. only the event portions of the
continuous monitored data are recorded. The system is continuously
operating since JANUARY 1984. In order to assess the new set up from the
point of view of its operation in oicroearthquake studies,its
performance is compared with the existing analog recording .set up.
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Because of its relatively higher dynamic range (around 72 db)
as compared to the analog system(around 50 to 56 db), the signal input
to digital system is kept at gain 8 times lower as compared to that of
analog system. This has prevented saturation of many high level signal
in digital systems.Figure 21.1 illustrates example of an event saturated
in analog system while the same in figure 21.2 is not saturated in
digital system.

In the begining, the digital recording system faced some
problem due to false trigger. These were found to be originating from
the high voltage spikes in the main supply.Introduction of II type of
filter network in each phase of the main supply has helped to reduce
this false trigger considerably. However false trigger caused by the
spikes,introduced in different channels from lightening strikes in rainy
season,cannot be eliminated.

To begin with the recording of 21 channels of data(20 seismic
plus 1 vela time code) at 50 samples/channel/second was carried out at 7
1/2"/second tape speed. At later stage the same data was successfully
recorded at 3 3/4"/second speed. Number of input channels were later
extended progressively to 32 to accommodate few additional data
channels. This has resulted in recording tape packing density of 5120
bits/inch/track approx. The higher sampling rate of 50/channel/ second
as against 20/channel/second in FMOC system has helped in faithfully
recording of local earthqu^xe data.

The interrupt mode of recording technique essentially
generates library tapes of events recorded sequentially. It was found
essential to distinguish the end of an earlier event and the beginning
of next event. This is achieved by running the tape back for two seconds
at the end of each event. This is also useful for transferring tape
data to any computer system for analysis purposes.

The system has triggered and recorded seismic events very
reliably. The events triggered and recorded by this system in a period
of four weeks in September/October 1984 were compared with the picking
list obtained from analog records. Over 400 events are recorded by this
system during this period. This number is larger by nearly 30* over
those reported by analog system.It has however missed about 2\ of
events. Non-operation of the system for short duration for reasons
beyond the control could be a major reason for missing events. Also
increase in noise in Blue arm caused by common D.C. supply for few hours
could be the reason in cases of these missing events.

Among the extra events picked up by the system nearly 65% are
local earthquakes and rest are either from teleseismic or 2nd zone
region. Nearly sixteen 2nd zone or teleseismic events picked were not
reported by SASP(Seismic Array Signal Processing System) which uses a
very sophisticated algorithm of beam forming technique for detecting
events. Figures 21.3 and 21.4 are examples of two teleseismic events
which are missed by both SASP and analog systems but picked by this
system.



Among the small local earthquakes reporter by •tnrs-"Sysfieili'("*
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about 25** of them have been triggered by P Phase and 40% by S phase and
rest of them did not have clear onsets. The trigger circuitry is now
being augmented to incorporate a window technique algorithm for
individual channel registration. This may be necessary since in most
smaller local earthquakes,the P phase has smaller duration and amplitude
and P phase signal dies down before it reaches different sensors. This
technique would improve the triggering by P phase signals.

22. OPERATION OF ROCKBURST EVENT DATA RECORDING SYSTEM AT KOLAR
GOLD FIELDS

V.G.Kolvankar,V.N.Nadre(B.A.R.C) and Shiv Kumar(Bharat Gold
Mines).

A recording system as described in last annual report (BARC-
1240,1984, article No.11) was commissioned at Kolar Gold
Fields(Karnataka State) in January 1984. In this system multichannel
geophone signals(baud width of 10 to 250 hz) from a network of geophones
spread over the mining area are recorded in digital form on a single
track of an audio tape in interrupt mode.

Since input data rate of 16K words(sampling rate of
12/chan/sec and 16 chan) in realtime is very large compared with
permissible recording data rate of 2 K words/sec.,(25 K baud rate) at
the highest tape speed( 7 1/2"/sec) the data is stored in a circular
buffer memory of 64 words(four seconds of data for all 16 channels) and
which is transferred to magnetic tape on the recognition of an event.
Generally the duration of an event does not exceed 2 seconds and
relative time lags of first arrival in different channels could be upto
1 second and,therefore, event data of four second duration which include
about a second pre-event data is adequate.

This recording set up which was operated in parallel with the
existing analog recording system utilises a faster time code(100 P.P.S,1
second time frame) for time indexing,basically because the total time
duration of each event is four second and the selected code should
provide complete time information within this time. Secondly the faster
repetation rate of 100 pulses/sec, provides good time indexing since
geophone mean frequency also lies in this range.

The recording system in general had worked satisfactorily
throughout the year. There was no failure of any integrated chips among
around 255 L.S.Is and M.S.Is used in the system. Initially system
suffered through many false triggers generated by high voltage spikes in
the main supply. These were drastically cut down by providing II type of
filter unit in the mains supply lines. Besides the short term transients
from mains., there were problems arising due to supply voltage going
low(beiow 180 volts) for a fraction of a second. This has resulted in
ripple going through the D.C.supplies and to the P.M.demodulator unit
(which provides multichannel signal conditioned data from f.m.cable
telemetered channels to the input of digital conversion circuitry and
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ultimately registering the trigger. Fig.22.1 shows a specimen of such
pehenomena. These were difficult to avoid.

Because of wide differences between the dynamic range of two
recording systems (66 db for digital system V/S.-35 db for analog system)
the digital recording system has picked up and faithfully recorded irany
smaller signals. Fig.22.2 shows an event recorded on both systems. A
case study made based on the events recorded on both systems shows that
the digital recording system has picked up and recorded on an average
ten times the number of events recorded and reproduced from analog
system. A general practice adopted to replay events from analog system
is to play only those events which has produced at least 5 to 10mm peak
to peak amplitude on the monitored channel on heliccrder. A channel
G4(0orgam Dairy) which is centrally located from two active mining
area(viz Champion Reef and Nandidurg) was used for monitoring purposes
and the experience showed that although the rockbursts signal from
Champion reef mine area were picked up by G4, it had provided either no
trace or very faint trace for majority of rockburst occuring in
Nandidurg mine area. The trigger circuitry in digital recording system
had registered trigger when at least four out of seven to eight sensors
from each area has picked up an event onset and thus has recorded
rockburst occuring in both mines reliably.

Cable telemetry of signal conditioned field data was
accomplished by frequency modulating this data at 540 hz carrier. The
geophone signal band extends upto 250 hz for which this carrier was not
adequate. The higher carrier was not permissible since it demands higher
tape speed in analog recording system which is operated in continuous
fashion .The same 540 hz FM carrier after demodulation had provided
signal data to digital recording system. These carriers were boosted to
4320 hz and percentage deviation was changed from 33*. to 40*.. This
change has provided signal with at least 66 db dynamic range at the
input digital recording system and also provided better high frequency
response. This has resulted in significant increase in number of signals
picked up by digital system. The 540 + 40*. FM signal for analog system
was derived from 4320 hz carrier by introducing a sealer of eight.

The field gains in all channels were kept significantly
high (20 k electronic gain) This is to boost the signal above analog
tape noise level. But this has also resulted in saturation of signal for
most of the events played from analog system. In an experiment the gains
in the sender unit for four channels (G2,G3,G11 and G13) were reduced
by a factor of 20. Normally no smaller signals were missed. It was
possible to play signals at various sensitivity of paper recorder
ranging from 100 mm to 4V per cm. Figs.22.3 and 22.4 give examples of a
bigger and a smaller rockburst recorded from these data channels. The
higher dynamic range of digital system is thus faithfully utilised.
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23. HYPOCEHTRAL ERROR ANALYSIS AND RELOCATION OF KOYNA EARTHQUAKES
RECORDED AT THE EXISTING KOYNA SEISMIC NET

(C.A.Krishnan and S.K.Arora)

For aiding assessment of reservoir-induced seismicity(RIS) of
Koyna region, an attempt was made to relocate Koyna earthquakes in a
one-year period(1974) and to subject them to an analysis of hypocentral
mislocation using random arrival-time errors. The basic data(mainly P
and S arrivals) came from catalogue of earthquakes publisherd by
CWPRS/MERI on the basis of records obtained at the existing Koyna
seismic net comprising 10 independent stations enclosing an area of 150
kms x 150 kms.

Out of a few hundred events reported in the year 1974, we
selected 269 events for which S-P interval(rather than P onset which
previous workers relied on) is available, from atleast 5 stations. Using
such S-P data and not assuming any specific regional velocity structure,
we determined epicentre,source depth and a typical velocity
function(Vp-a,S/c:-p )where a and 0 are velocities of P and S
respectivelyjaad standard deviation of S-P residuals employing our
computer program HYPOGELU general hypocentre determination programme
that incorporates several input options such as data of P,S, S-P,.with
or without a travel time model and credibility factors of individual
data.etc). The results showed some scatter in the values of the above
parameters. It was,therefore,considered necessary to drop out
inconsistent events which could adversely affect the error analysis. We
passed the 269 processed events through ~ 1-S.D.filter (a standard
deviation in excess of unity in any of the four parameters determined
above constituted a band-reject filter) to obtain a suit of 180
events.For these reprocessed events the distribution of
epicentres,depth, and the velocity fuction are shown in Figs.23.1,23.2
and 23.3 respectively.

Using a random error generator(availabi? in the ND computer
library) we obtained several chains of random numbers with limiting
values +0.5 and +1 representing maximum random arrival-time errors(sec).
These random errors were introduced in the original S-P data of each of
the 180 events and then each event was relocated. Each of the four
source parameters mentioned above were progressively averaged during
successive iterations until stability was achievedftypical 10-15
iterations were needed to produce a stable solution) when the effect of
introducing any more set of random errors practically vanished.(Fig
23.4) It turned out that the random arrival time errors in S-P data to
the extent oZ ±1.0 sec produced an average hypocentral shift of 5(.+4.1)
Kms. It is planned to carry out the above analysis with Koyna data of
recent years to examine any space-time migration pattern of seismic
activity in the region.
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24. MODIFICATION TO THE EXISTING MICRQBAROGRAPH SYSTEM TO BE POHEREO
FROM LABORATORY

(A.G.Kulkarni.B.S.S.Rao and K.R.Subbararau)

The problems faced with the existing Microbarograph is the
eratic mains power conditions at the pit sides which curtails the
continuous recording at the lab end. Sending the D.C. power required for
the transducer and the signal conditioners are enormous( 12 V DC, 100
nA and the line resistence 2500 ohms) Hence the transducer and a simple
signal conditioner were designed to suit low power requirements at the
pit end (24 V, 20mA). The rest of the filters and modulators which
consumes more power are kept at laboratory. The system was operated from
B10 and found to be satisfactory.

The same technique can be adopted for Long Period aray also to
avoid battery management at the pit.

25. ESTIMATION OF SEISMIC SOURCE FUNCTIONS OF SOME EXPLOSIONS IN THE
USSR USING AR METHOD

(G.J.Nair)

Autoregressive(AR) modelling of seismograms is used to
estimate the high frequency slope of the source spectra of synthetic
seismograms and seismograras recorded at Gauribidanur seismic array(GBA),
from explosions in the USSR region. Analysis of syntehtic seismograms
show that the AR method is able to reproduce the expected spectral
variation for different T* values and yields. The analysis of explosions
in central USSR on 7 July 1980,4 April 1980 and 1 November 1980 shows a
high frequency spectral variation similar to the predicted variation by
von Seggern and Blandford while Eastern Kazakh explosions on 29 June
1980 and 18 August 1980 show a w" spectral falloff in the high
frequency region as proposed in the source function model of Haskell.
The recovered spectrum of Western Kazakh event on 14 July 1980 shows a
w" variation in the high frequency which is similar to Helmbeer's type
of source model or to the spectrum due to inerference between P and pP.
Fig.25.1 shows the spectral variation of 14 July 1980 Western Kazakh
event along with 7 July 1980 event .

26. ESTIMATION OF SOURCE FUNCTION AND MEDIUM RESPONSE FUNCTION BY
AUTOREGGRESSIVE METHOD

(G.J.Nair)

By modelling seismograms as "low" and "high" order
autoregressive(AR) processes,the source of function and the medium
response function are separated from a single channel seismogram.
Akaike's final prediction error is used as a statistic to select the
appropriate"low" and "high" AR order of the process. Case studies of
synthetic data show that the recovered source and reflectivity functions
compare very well with the input functions. Using this method,arrivals
of the surface reflected P phases of four explosions from the Soviet
region and of two earthquakes from Kamchatka recorded at Gauribidanur
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Seismic Array(GBA),India,are identified. Certain features of the source
and source region of these events are also inferred.The Table given
below shows estimated depths of four explosions and two earthquakes
analysed.

Table I

Event
Date

23.07.76*
29.03.77^
29.06.77,
7.08.77
9.07.76*
5.06.76*

Origin
time

02:32:58
02:56:58
03:06:58
02:26:58
04:59:58
20:14:32

pP-P
Delay time
(sees)

0.92
1.15
0.85/95
1.10
3.95
3.50

Estimated
depth
(metres)

687
863
638/675
713

12000
10500

Assumed
P velocity
(km/sec)

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
6.0
S.O

Earthquake
Explosion

27. VARIATION OF SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF UHDERGROUNB EXPLOSIONS MITH
YIELD AND ATTENUATION

(G.J.Nair)

The frequency corresponding to the spectral maximum of the
source function follows a cube root scaling for both Von Seggern and
Haskell model of source functions. The modification of the spectral
pefik of explosion seismograms which are recorded by wide band,UKAEA type
and WWSSN type instrument for different attenuation functions were
studied for explosion with yields in the range from 5 KT to 5 MT. Von
Seggern's source function is used for computing the source spectra.

The study shows that for ray paths with known T* one can find
the yield o.l an explosion from the wide band seissogram by observing
spectral maximum of the source pulse. This wide band seismograms can be
used as an indicator of the yield of the explosion. The spectral peak in
the observed spectra of the short period GBA or WWSSN ssismograms does
not contain much information about the source strength for most values
of T* encountered in practical cases. It is also concluded that for
short period seismograms,the effect of the medium attenuation and
instrument response predominate over the source yield.

28. LSI 11/03 BASED PROCESSOR FIR
PROCESSING

LONG PERIOD DATA ACQUISITION AND

(G.J.Nair,R.N.Bharthu5-..M.K.Bhat,v\S.Kamath,A.G.V.Prasad)

At present the thr-e element long period(LP) array at
Gauribidanur is acquiring data in'analogue frequency modulated form. In
ord*>r to cover the LP data 0f.2ve.nt portions into digital format for
further processing and for on lira utilisation, an LSI 11/03 based
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into analogue fora,mixed,digitised and fed to the LSI processor under
real time interrupt via DRV11. The acquired data is then stored in
floppyfor duration of 5 minutes at 1 cps and is used for further
processing either in real time or in off line mode. The prime aims of
the processor are

1. To collect the digital LP data of P,S and surface wave portions
of the events recorded at GBA.

2. To estimate primary event parameters like mb Ms from LP data.

3. To beam steer and to filter the LP data after correcting for
dispersive phase lags for improving the signal to noise ratio of weak
surface wave.

4. To convert the obtained LP seismograas to broad band
seismograms and display them in real time for diagnostic purpose and

5. To implement the process in real time after successful trials
with off line processing.

The operating system will be RT11 with MACRO and FORTRAN
support and the drivers/service rountines for the DRV11 are written in
MACRO. The digitised LP data will be stored in real time in floppy and
processed later using fortran routines. The event floppies will be later
converted into tape format using a PDP 11/40 system.

29. DIGITAL EVENT DATA INTERFACE FOR ROCKBURST MONITORING

(G.J.Nair.V.S.Kamath and D.S.Rao)

Seismic monitoring of deep aetalleferrous mines and coal
mines has become an important tool for mine safety in the recent times.
Such a monitoring requires a surveillance system capable of logging and
extracting the source parameters of microseismic activity around working
stopes even during drilling operation. A digital event data interface
has been developed for concentrating event data from a large cluster of
sensors for further processing using an intermediate computer system for
assessing the stability of the working mines. The unit is presently
deployed in the Glenore shoot region in the Kolar Gold Fields,Kamataka
for gathering microseismic data and sending the data to PDP 11/34
computer for evaluating the source parameters of these events. Such a
system is expected to give valuable information of the microseismic
activities in and around the Glenore shoot region and possibly to detect
some precursory activities before large rockburst.

The function of the event data interface unit is to filter
the microseismic data and to buffer the event portions of the data to
the computer ADC for interrput acquisition and processing. The unit
accepts data from a cluster of 16 geophones and store past data of all
channels for a time duration of 500 m sec. It sends the interrupt to the
computer,on registering an event in a prescribed number of channels. The
unit consists of a prefilter which filters the passband 100 Hz to 2
Khz of data,an event detector circuit for triggering the event portion,
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a coincidence circuit which triggers on the coincidence of events on
preset number of channels, a buffer memory for preserving the past 500
n sec of data of all channels, and an interrupt circuitry which
transmits the data to the coaputer on registering of an event.

30. EARTHQUAKE RISK ASSESSMENT FOR NPP SITES

(R.D.Sharma)

Introduction

Assessment of earthquake risk and specification of design
basis ground motion parameters are essential in nuclear power plant
(NPP) design in order to protect them, and ensure public safety during
strong earthquakes.Quantification of earthquake risk involves building a
geophysical data base comprising seismological data (hypocentral and
magnitude data, ground motion time histories.earthquake source
mechanisms, seismic velocities and other seismic signal propagation
characteristics) and other geological data (see Table 30 A in Appendix
III).These data are to be analysed to estimate the probabilities of
earthquakes of different magnitudes and at different locations during
the operating life time of the WPP. Seismic data are the primary tools
for carrying out earthquake risk assessmement, whereas other data are
used to increase the degree of confidence in the resuts which are
obtained from the analysis of the seismological data.

Earthquake Data

Effects of an earthquakes at a site are quantified in terms of
the maximum values of ground motion parameters (acceleration, velocity
and displacement) at the site during the occurrence of the earthquake.
The evaluation is based on the data of past earthquakes under the
assumption that earthquake occurrence is a repetitive phenomena. For
regions, for which the available earthquake histories cover only a short
time span, evidence based on other geological and geophysical data have
to be examined to account for the incompleteness of the data (i.e.
either the possibilitiy of occurrence of major earthquakes in future is
to be precluded or the adopted models have to account for possible
earthquakeoccurrences). The probabilities of various levels of ground
motion parameters are estimated by evaluating the integral:

P(a) = S I VAK).VAS,n) dM.dS
M S>=a

where P(a) is the probability that the specified ground motion
parameter will exceed the value a at the site during the operating life
of the nuclearpower plant, P.(M) is the probability of occurrence of an
earthquake of magnitude M and P^(S,M) is the probability that in the
event of the occurrence of an eartnquake of magnitude M, the value of
the ground motion parameter at the site will exceed S. The methodology
of evaluation is illustrated in Figure 30.1. For specifying earthquake
design basis ground motion parameters, P(a) is evaluated for different
values of 'a', and that value of a is chosen to specify the design basis
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for which P(a) is acceptably low. Evaluation of P(a) requires that:
i) Frequencies of occurrence of earthquakes of different magnitudes

are known for all the earthquake sources in the region,
ii) A relationship between earthquake magnitude, the distance of the

earthquake source from the site and the ground motion parameter to
be estimated is available, and

iii) The uncertainties in the various relationships are estimated.

Earthquake Magnitude-Frequency Relationships *

For regions of moderate seismicity earthquakes have been found
to follow a magnitude-frequency relationship. Global magnitude-frequency
data for the post instrumental period, 1963-80 were analyzed and the
possible relationships were examined (see Figure30.2). Using a
comparision approach and a concept of the maximum earthquake potential
of a region, magnitude-frequency relationships were specified (see
Figure 30.3) for the different seismic zones of the Indian subcontinent
delineated by the IS-Code-1893 (see Sharma and Acuthankutty, 1984).
Depending on the proportion of the areas covered under each seismic zone
and its geometry with respect to a particular site, seismic risk can be
estimated using these magnitude-frequency relationship, and known
empirical relationships between earthquake magnitude, source to site
distance and ground motion parameters.

Estimating the ancertainities

There are always some uncertainties in the estimated risk
parameters because of the use of data, which are incomplete as well as
inaccurate. These uncertainties may be visualized in terms of those in
the magnitudes of the earthquake population ( a systematic bias), the
earthquake frequencies (due to large return periods of major earthquakes
and limited detection capabilities of small earthquakes), the estimated
maximum earthquake potential and the relationships between the
earthquake source and ground motion parameters. Under certain
assumptions, error bars in a typical case of a site with moderate
seismicitywere estimated (see Figure 30.4). The excercise is on to
analyse specific cases to arrive at the estimates of ground motion
parameters and the associated uncertainties.
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COMPUTER PROGRAMS;
1) Program PSZLOC:for locating local earthquakes recorded by the

Gauribidanur array from neighboring areas, estimating their
magnitudes and calculating their expected arrival times at other
global stations for the purpose of obtaining improved source
locations for these events.

2) Program EOMFRO:for carrying out statistical analysis of the
magnitude-frequency data on earthquakes. This program reads
earthquake hypocentral and magnitude data from the earthquake data
file for specified seismic areas, determines the seismicity
parameters for the area and estimates the error bars of these
parameters.

3) Program DBVGM-. for estimating the peak values of the ground motion
parameters (acceleration, velocity and displacement) for specific
sites for the purpose of fixing the earthquake design basis for
vibratory ground motions in aseismic design. The program is based
on a combined probabilistic-cum-seismotectonic approach of
evaluating maximum peak ground motion parameters and the associated
return periods of the causative events.

31. UPTRON S-850 SYSTEM FOR MICROSEISMIC UNIT AT KOLAR GOLD FIELD

(B.S.S.Rao,D.S.Rao and M.Krishnan)

A programme to couple Fortran with Assembler language to be
run on Uptron S-850 system is developed. This will be interfaced with
field data to compute the onset times of geophone signals and estimate
the source location . It is expected to operate on-line and provide
prompt information to mining staff regarding the stability status of
mining regions.

32. MICROSEISMIC NETHORK AT KOLAR GOLD FIELD

(B.S.S.Rao,K.R.Subbaramu,A.G.Kulkarni and O.S.Rao)

To monitor Micro Seisnic activity a 6 element high frequency
(200 Hz to 600 Hz) array was established at Kolar Gold Fields. The block
diagram for the complete system is given in figure 32.1. The entire
system consists of Field unit, Recording & Replay systems and Event
counting system.

Field system:

Field system consists of transducer(Geophones) with natural
frequency of 10 Hz, a pre-amplifier(46 db) a post Amplifier(34 db)t and
a frequency modulator (frequency of 12 KHz with 800 Hz/volt sensitivity)
with associated power regulator. The modulated signal is sent via over
head cables.
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Recording system:

The respective received signals at Central Recording Station
are passed through Band-pass filters(200Hz - 600 Hz with a roll off 24
db/octave) and base-band signals are extracted in PLL dedmodulators(12
khz with 1v/800 Ha sensitivity). Base band signals are mixed with a 100
Hz signals and are impressed on magnetic tape(tape speed:0. 6 ips as
Phase land base band 200 to 600 Hz).

Replav system:

The replayed signals are amplified (120 db) and equalised for
the speed and magnetic head characteristics. The reproduced signals are
fed to an 8 channel mingograf for further processing.

One out of six are selected for monitoring on a low speed
helical recorder.

Event countrer

The base band signals are passed through STA/LTA comparators
and is registgered in a counter. The respective counter out-puts are
multiplexed to a 4 digit 7 segment LED displayfor noting down. The
multiplexing time can be either 15,30 or 60 minutes duration.

33. WIRELESS TELEMETRY SYSTEMS

(B.S.S.Rao,A.G.Kulkarni and D.S.Rao)

In continuation of previous reported work on wireless
telemetery system for Gauribidanur array a number of modifications and
developments are carried out. One of then is using PCM codec of Intel
type. This codec uses non-linear law coding techniques providing 78 db
dynamic range with only eight bits. The system was developed and tested
by replaying already recorded events using codec and linear ADC(12 bit).
A typical record is shown in figure 33.1(Please note that the gains are
different).

VHF sets have been tested using 12 bit ADC as the front
end,which encodes seismometer signal(location B4) and a 12 bit DAC at
the Receiver. A typical record is shown in figure 33.2.
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34. IMPROVEMENT IN DATA ACQUISITION AT SEISMIC ARRAY
STATION.GAURIBIDANUR

(K.R.Subbaramu.M.K.Bhat and V.S.Kamath)

Some circuit changes have been incorporated in L.P. recording
in order to overcome unequal drain on batteries which was resulting in
frequent changes of battery supply especially at the array tips.
Modified set-up has been tested and has been working satisfactorily
since October 1984. These have to be incorporated at the array tips
also. The array instruments including the field set-ups have operated
without much problem . During this period of report the operating status
was 95 to 98 percent throughout.

As regards developmental work,extensive field tests have been
carried out on wireless telemetred digital data acquisition system. Data
has been collected ovex long periods to assess the utility of
indigenously available solar panels for future field use. Field tests
have been carried out to assess the suitability of a bore-hole
seismometer.

35. PARTICIPATION IN THE TECmiCAL TEST OF GLOBAL TELECOMMUNICATION
SYSTEM

(K.R.Subbaramu,R.N.Bharthur,A.G.V.Prasad,M.Krishnan,
T.V.Sridharan,P.C.Mitra, T.K.Basu and G.S.Murty)

For prompt detection and identification of seismic signals
recorded all over the globe.it is necessary to have quick access to the
global seismic data. A group of Experts(appointed by Conference of
Disarmament in Geneva).drawn from the thirty seven countries including
India carried out an experiment during October 15,1984 to December
14,1984 to collect seismic data from different stations in the world and
to transmit them via the Global Telecommunications System of the World
Meteorological Organisation(GTS/WMO).

India contributed to this experiment the data from
Gauribidanur Seismic Array during the above period. The data was
prepared in a specified format, consisting of the onset time.amplitude
and period of the signal and also whenever possible the information
about the estimated source location and magnitude of the event. This
data was put on a punched tape using the PDP11/40 computer at
Gauribidanur. The tape was taken to Bangalore and put through the telex
terminal at Raman Research Centre to the New Delhi Regional Transmission
Hub of the World Meteorological Organisation. The messages were sent
from Delhi all over -the world using GTS and were received at the
International Data Centres established for this purpose temporarily at
Moscow,Stockholm and Washington.

A total number of 435 seismic events are detected during two
months period and 61 messages have been transmitted. All except one
message have been received at Moscow and Stockholm. However,there were
difficulties in receiving these messages at Washington,due to technical
problem at the WMO Hub of Tokyo.This difficulty was noticed during
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experiment and was remedied promptly with the help of Meteorological
Department at Delhi and Tokyo. Subsequently our messages were also
received at Washington.

This exercise is first of its 3cind carried out by the
International Community of Seismologists to exchange the seismic data on
large scale utilising the Global Tele-communication System of the World
Meteorological Organisation, specifically for the purpose of
identification of seismic events. This has given us considerable
experience which will be very valuable in future endevaours in
collecting global seismic data for source discrimination studies using
WMO/GTS facility.

36. DELHI MICROBAROGRAPHIC AND SEISMIC ARRAYS

(T.V.Sridharan,P.C.Mitra,Mahendra Singh and D.Tewani)

The continuous and trouble free recording of seismic and
microbarographic signals of requisite quality and initial interpretation
of data was done to identify the earthquakes and explosions and to
calculate paraiaeters like onset time,period,amplitude etc. These were
transmitted to Trombay without delay.

The Microbarograph system meant for detection of Nuclear
Explosions in the atmosphere, on the basis of infrasonic pressure waves
propagating from the detonation point,was operated throughout the year.
Two pass bands of period 3-110 seconds and 30-500 seconds are recorded
simulatneously on round the clock basis without interruption.?. Though
there has been no atmosphereic tests since 1980,this Microbarograph
System was kept operational to monitor coapliance of the partial Test
Ban Treaty. No characteristic signals that could be associates yiith
atmospheric nuclear explosions were seen during the year 1984 and 1985
in our records.

In continued efforts towards indigenisation of equipment and
systems considerable efforts were put in for fabrication of UHF antenna
with corner reflectors for use in frequency range 450-480 MHz. The jobs
included procurement of suitable material (aluminium
rods,tubes,stainless steel,teflor etc.),accurate machining of dipole
parts and fittings,casting of Alluminium base of special design and

fabrication of corner reflectors with Aluminium rods and argon gas
welding. These were done with the help of local workshops only.

Efforts were also made in conjunction with staff from GBA for
testing of low cost trans-receivers at the Delhi array for transmission
of seismic data over distances of tens of kilometer. Field trials are in
progress.

Delays in receipt of special recorder inks necessitated
developing a substitute for the various recorders. This was done with a
local product with feed back at frequent intervals till proper
consistency and drying qualities were achieved without clogging the
capillary pens.
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Seismic event lists, special bulletins and weekly raicrobaro
log sheets were prepared with accurate onset times and other parameters.

The entire analogue paper records were scanned and the
portions containing seismic events were separated out and arranged
monthwise for quick access and scrutiny. For each month, the local
events occurring within a radius of 200 kms were also separated out from
the regional and teleseismic events for further analysis. These steps
were taken with a view to reduce the storage problems of ever increasing
analogue paper charts and quick access to events of interest.

A special attention was paid to study seismic activity from
local and nearby sources. An unusually large number of signals were
detected by the Delhi Seismic Array from May 1985 onwards, all
originating in a limited area around 31 N latitude and 71 E
longituide(Figure 36.1). These were closely studied on the basis of
waveform pattern, spectral composition and other characteristics.They
appear to be natural seismic events. These seismic signals were used to
compute the lowest detectable magnitude of -event from this area which
works out to be about one Kilotor. of TNT equivalent.

37. IMPROVEMENTS IN THE DELHI SEISMIC SYSTEM

{T.V.Sridharan,P.C.Mitra,Mahendra Singh,Vijai Kumar and
Y.S.Bhadauria)

The instrumentation work started with the erection of a
well designed Clam Shell at the Cloud Physics Laboratory location(figure
37.1). An excavation of nearly 10 feet deep and 10 feet diameter was
made in the hard soil cum stone structure in one corner of the
lab.compound till bedrock of suitable texture was reached. One M.S.Clam
Shell of 4 feet height was lowered into the pit and bottom grouted with
concrete and also with epoxy resin. Another clam shell of equal size
was placed over it and all round welding was done in situ. A special
boundary wall of stone was erected around it to divert rain water and
also a fireclay pipe line laid at shallow depth to drain, water away from
the clam shell.The shifting of the seismic sensor and the associated
electronic unit underground inside the clamshel has improved the signal
to noise ratio of this station by nearly a factor of 4.

Two solar panels each of 15 watts peak power outp't supplied
by M/s Central Electronics Ltd. were erected on M.S. frames on the roof
of the CLP Tower.One panel through voltage regulator and storage
batteries,energised the seismic equipment successfully. The other panel
meant for energising the UHF Telemetry unit was found insufficient for
the purpose(12 volts at 700 milliamperes continuous load) Efforts are
being made to reduce the drain or enhance the solar panel capacity.
These steps have enabled the total amplification of the CLP channel to a
factor of 150 K which is.fairly high for a metropolitan location.

The preamplifier units used with the seismic sensors were
replaced at all the locations with new units of uniform amplification
with automatic daily calibration signal capability. This utilised a
clock chip for generation of a sine wave signal of known amplitude once
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a day for being recorded on the charts automatically. Apart from
providing calibration signals for the channels,this system served as an
overall pereformance check of the individual channels from the sensor
and upto the recording galvanometer,at the Central Recording Laboratory
at R.K.Puram.

At Bhatti and. Kasan locations the seismic sensors were
provided with dust and moisture proof perspex enclosures.

38. INTERFACE WAVE STUDIES FOR ALUMINIUM STEEL INTERFACE
(Vijai Kumar)

Experimental measurements of attenuation and velocity of
propagation on interfacial waves propagating along Aluminium-Steel
interface were carried out at different bonding conditions at the
interface. The longitudinal wave velocity, the shear wave velocity and
density were respectively 6.42 kms/sec.,3.02 kms/sec.,and 2.65
gmsm/c.c.,for aluminium and 5.91 kms/sec, 3.21 kms/sec and 7.74 gms/c.c.
for steel used in these experiments. The mating surfaces of both the
blocks were ground polished upto average surface finish of about 8
microns.

Two cases of aluminium-steel interfaces viz. Al-Air-Fe and Al-
Salol-Fe were used in this study. The bonding condition in each case of
interface was varried by subjecting it to steadily increasing pressure
from zero to about 10 tons applied normally to the interface.
Corresponding time shifts due to changes in velocity of propagation,as
well as the amplitude changes were measured at various loads.

The value of attenuation is plotted in figure 38.1, as a
function of velocity of propagation. These results were interpreted in
the framework of a model(1,2,3) which predicts the velocity and
attenuation behaviour shown by continuous line in the figure.

It i? seen from the figure that the experimental results
confirm qualitatively the theoretical model. However,the attenuation is
smaller by a factor of 5 in case of Al-Salol-Fe and by a factor of 33 in
case of Al-Air-Fe compared to values predicted by theory. It is seen,
however that introduction of a couplant or liquid layer at the interface
gives results which are closer to the theoretical results than when the
surfaces are dry and filled with air only. Further experiments are in
progress.
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JS. SINGLE SEISMIC STATIONS

(Vijai Kumar and Y.S.Bhadauria)

(a) Ganaa Field.Troabay

A short period seismometer developed and fabricated in the
section was deployed at Gamma Field,BARC,Trombay. The recording is being
carried out continuously on an indigenously available Helical drum
recorder powered by lead acid batteries which are continuously trickle
charged by battery chargers. At present, the seismic signals are being
recorded in the frequency band from 0.2 HZ to 5 HZ at a magnification of
32000 or 16000 at 1 HZ(8000 in rainy season). It is observed that night
time noise is around 200 nanometers per second predominantly in 1 to 1.5
Hz frequency range. However,the day-time noise is around 300 nanometres
per second predominently in 1 to 3 HZ range. This increase is attributed
to human activity in nearby agricultural fields during day-time. During
rainy season the seismic noise increases by a factor of 2 approximately.

This system has recorded 307 seismic signals in 28 months
duration from September 1983 to December 1985. Out of these, 132 events
are of local origin,aainly from Bhatsa,Koyna and Thane region of
Maharashtra. A typical seismic signal generated by a Bhatsa earth tremor
and recorded by this set up is shown in figure 39.1.

Efforts are being made to reduce noise level by locating the
transducer in a clamshell underground. It is also proposed to use a UHF
wireless telemetry to transmit the seismic signals to Modular Laboratory
for carrying out seismic recording.

(b) Atomic Power Plant Sites

Tarapur

Seismic station installed at Tarapur Atomic Power Statiqn has
been working satisfactorily and has produced useful data. Installation
of a clamshell underground was completed in January 1984 and seismic
transducer has been shifted from laboratory to this underground housing.
This has resulted in reducing the seismic noise level by a factor of two
approximately and also reduced many false signals due to human activity.

Kota

The site for locating the seismic transducer in the field has
been selected and the civil work for installation of underground
clamshell.laying of cable etc. are in progress. It is expected that the
seismic installation will be carried out during 1986 .
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ftakrapar.

After selecting a suitable site for locating the seismic
transducer,civil work for underground installation of clamshell was
taken up. It is -expected that this work will be completed soon and
seismic system installation will be done during 1986-87.

40. CLOSED EXPRESSIONS OF ASYMPTOTIC FORMULA FOR CUMULATIVE
FREQUENCY OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION AMPLITUDES

(B.K.Gangrade)

Acoustic emission is that portion of the strain energy
which is propagated as an elastic wave due to fracture occuring locally
when a heterogeneous body is subjected to stress exceeding a critical
value. A fracture is symbolised as a line joining two or more such
points in a fracturing episode which can be represented as a rooted
tree. Such a model was used to deduce the distribution of acoustic
emission amplitudes as discussed by Murty(1983).

The cumulative probability F(N) of m-ary rooted trees
is given by

CO

F(N)=(1-p) E tf(n) e"
B n=N+1m

H=1,2,3,
m=2,3,4,

where p = probability of a primary tree (probability of
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The expansion of W (n) using Stirling's formula for
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The expansion of W (n) to a few more terms is obtained as
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It is shown by Murty(1983) that the case with m=2 is of
practical interest which will be uised henceforth. In this case the
Survivor Function

is given by
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The first term of the above equation was given by
Hurty(1984). The summation of the above series for S2(N) was carried out
using the technique for evaluating sums by means of complex integration
(see leavitt and Morrison, 1982).

The sum is as follows

„ N+1 N+1
2v vS,(N) * r,,- 2/ira erfc[/{a(N+1))] +

B, E N + 1 log v 3 B2 v N + 1

6 ' ' N>>1
2! (N+1)3/2 2 2!

where erfc(x//2) = I 1 / e"t2/2 dt
/2ir -x

v=4E , a=-log v and B2 are Bernoulli's numbers.

The weighted probability PR of a tree with n nodes is

pn = (1"p) Wm ( n ) ^

This has been calculated for the two cases, viz.,
(a) n>1
(b) n<1

The case n>1 is quite simple and straight-forward and P
is solved using different values of probability p and m=2.
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The case n<1 is calculated using Gamma function and we
get

log Pn = log (1-p) + n[log<p(1-p)-1}-1] + (S2+1/2)n
2+

1 1 1
where S-, = 1 + —=• + — r + + — r

1 r r n
Various graphs were plotted to study the variation of P

vs n, n?n vs n , log Pfl vs n etc. where n was given fractional as well
as integral values. These are useful to represent the earthquake
amplitude distribution by empirical formulae and to deduce a parameter,
the so-called b-value of Gutenberg-Richter relation, even when b is not
a constant throughout the range.
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(iii)Recursive Digital Filters
(iv) Walsh Transform.

11. Murty,G.S., Lecture on Time Series Analysis and Digital
Filtering,delivered at International Workshop on Data
Processing organised by Indian Institute of
Geomagnetism,Colaba,during Feb.25-March 9,1985,at Pune.

12. Nair,G.J.(1984). Recent Trends in Time Series
Analysis.(Phy.colloquira)

13. Nair,G.J., Four Lectures delivered at the International
Workshop on Data Processing at University of Pune,Organised
by IIG,Colaba.Bombay,during Feb.25-March9,1985 at Poona on
the following topics:

(i) Introduction to time series modelling and AR modelling,
(ii) Computation of AR coefficient :Burg,Y-W and least

square methods.
(iii)Comparision of PEF.AR modelling,MEM and model

optimisation criteria,
(iv; Computation of ARMA and MA coefficients and extention

to multidimensional cases.

14. Rao,B.S.S..Subbaramu,.K.R,Kulkarni,A.G and Krishnamurthy
R(BGML)(1984). A network to monitor microseismic activity.
Symposium Role of R&D in Indian Mining Industry.
Institution of Engineers,Bangalore,Chapter 1984.

15. Rao,B.S.S.1Krishnamurthy R(BGML)(1984).Study of stability of
underground working using seismic technique-Diamond Jubilee
symposium on Mining-Present and Future,Varanasi.

16. Sharma,H.S.S. Geology of Southern Peninsula Sectional
seminar on 3.9.1984.

17. Vijai Kumar. Cachar Earthquakes and seismicity of North-East
India.Workshop organised by IMD at New Delhi during May
9-10,1985.

18. A.I.Lanin. (Visiting Scientist),Senior Researcher of
V.A.Stekloy Mathematical Institute,USSR Accademy of
Sciences,Leningrad. 2 lectures March 1985.

(i) Radiation field of wispering gallery,
(ii) Kirchoff's method and method of Parabolic equqtion in

wave propagation.
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Figure 4.1: Proposed Seisaic Network at Bhatsanagar.
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mb
figure 6.1: Complexity as a function of mb for all eighty-eight

presumed underground nuclear explosions(dots) in USSR.The curved line

represents the least squares cubic fit through the data points.
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Figure 39.1: A Typical Bhahsa eailh tremor recorded by the Trooibay

Seismic Station. 7 J«.v*. tfftf at O^^Tl XS T.
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